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1. Additional Results and Evaluations

More results and evaluations on video sequences of var-
ious test subjects can be seen in the supplemental video in-
cluded with this submission. We show examples of the fa-
cial albedo textures that are inferred given the target identity
and source expression sequence (with the estimated envi-
ronmental lighting factored out to allow for relighting the
textured faces under different illumination conditions).

The retargeting and compositing results seen in the video
demonstrate that, in addition to synthesizing the mouth in-
terior, our system is able to generate subtle wrinkles and
deformations in the face texture that are too small to be rep-
resented in the mesh used for fitting the face model to the
subject, but do indeed enhance the realism of the synthe-
sized sequence of expressions generated for the target im-
age. (We show these sequences slowed down to allow for
better visualization of the transient details created for each
expression.) Furthermore, we note that the wrinkles gener-
ated by this system do not correspond directly to those of
the source expressions in the video, but rather vary depend-
ing on factors such as the appearance and age of the person
depicted in the target image (see, for example, the retarget-
ing to images of Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie in the section
“Retargeting Results and Comparison with Static Texture”
in the supplemental video).
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Our approach to compositing the final rendered image of
the target subject into the source sequence requires that the
faces be front-facing. However, we note that our network
architecture can synthesize dynamic textures even for non-
frontal viewpoints of the source subject, as seen in Fig. 1.
Cases showing a frontal source subject animating a non-
frontal target subject can be seen in Fig. 2, although we
note that in this case there are artifacts in the occluded re-
gions that may be visible in the final animation. Additional
retargeting and compositing results can be found in Fig. 4.

2. Implementation, Training and Performance

Details

Our networks are implemented and trained using the
Torch7 framework, using an NVIDIA Titan GPU to acceler-
ate the training and inference. Fig. 3 shows the loss on the
training and validation dataset for both the generative and
discriminative networks.

Below we list the average per-frame execution time
for each stage in our texture generation and compositing
pipeline.

While our implementation of the 3D face model fitting
approach described in Section 4 is implemented on the CPU
and does not run in realtime, we note that [Thies et al. 2016]
demonstrate that such an approach can be implemented in
parallel on the GPU to achieve realtime performance. Fur-
thermore, the mouth interior synthesis approach described
in Section 5.4 of the paper is implemented in Matlab using
a single thread for processing, and thus could be further op-
timized using parallel processing. Thus, while the approach
used for replacing the faces in the source video sequence
with the rendered target faces is not designed to run in re-
altime, it should be possible to further optimize the other



stages of the pipeline to run at interactive framerates.

1. 3D face model fitting (Section 4): 5.6 seconds

2. Texture inference (Section 5): 12 milliseconds.

3. Mouth interior synthesis (Section 5.4): 156 millisec-
onds.

4. Video face replacement (Section 6): 4.5 seconds.
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Figure 1. Non-frontal face reenactment. The top row displays the
target image. In the remaining rows, from left to right: the source
image, the rendered static texture and the rendered dynamic tex-
ture. We can see that the dynamic texture contains more subtle de-
tails such as wrinkles, resulting in a more expressive and plausible
image of the target subject. Also note that the synthesized mouth
interior results in much more plausible renderings when the mouth
is open.

Figure 2. Failure cases induced by an extreme non-frontal target
image. The top row displays the target image. The remaining
rows display the source expression image (left) and the rendered
image with the synthesized dynamic texture (right). While we can
synthesize details for the visible region of the target image, the
occluded regions contain artifacts that are visible when the image
is rendered with these regions visible to the camera.
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Figure 3. Generative and discriminative training loss (top row) and validation loss (bottom row).
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Figure 4. Additional retargeting and compositing results.


